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Chris J. Hamilton, was born in Boynton Beach, Florida and currently lives in Southern Pines, North

Carolina. He graduated from Florida Atlantic University with a Bachelor's in Business Administration.

He majored in International Marketing. He is a fourtime cancer survivor including AML M2

Leukemia. The Author worked for medical companies such as Johnson & Johnson and Covidien.

While he is not writing, he enjoys fly fishing, ocean fishing, surfing, rock climbing, the fi nancial

markets, and living life to the absolute fullest. CHE-MOment came to him as a way to pay-it-forward.

His main goal is to reach as many cancer patients as he can, so that he can make a difference in

their lives. Being a volunteer has it rewards. Although, the reach or affect is minimal compared to

writing a book that could ultimately help thousands of cancer patients. This book was also written to

help people going through life altering events as well. Chris' hope is that you get many inspiring

ideas from his book, and he looks forward to your comments. Thank you for buying a copy of

CHE-MOment. A portion of the proceeds will be going towards the following foundations: * The

Bone Marrow Foundation in New York, NY * The Cancer Care Fund with The Foundation of First

Health in Pinehurst, NC * UNC Lineberger Cancer Hospital Patients Fund in Chapel Hill, NC *

National Marrow Donor Program, Minneapolis, MN --This text refers to the Paperback edition.



I love this book. Really do. Although i'm only in the middle of it, i already love it for many reasons but

most of all because its reading moves us, and gives a right example of how we can feel and behave

sometimes when very badly ill - not to say quite condemned. It gives tips or better say show the way

we should behave and keep struggling for life (Our Life) just by thinking positive and always stick to

fondamental and vital decisions and actions to be taken when we're hit by major healt problems

such as cancers.This book should be translated in French (i'm French myself) 'cause undoubtedly

many people here in France could be interested in reading and learning from it what Christopher

Hamilton delivers to us in his mother's tongue.I've started talking about His numerous

recommendations to friends of mine, one of them is presently fighting cancer. I'm sure Chris'

experience and pieces of advice can help him, and a great many others.Thanks so much Mister

C.J. Hamilton for your lesson of courage, perseverance, Faith and also Kindness and Love.Bien

Cordialement,Yves L. (France)

This book offers the reader something GENUINE in terms of hope and inspiration. Chris shares an

amazing example of courage by telling his own story of cancer survival. While reading Che-Moment,

there were several times I found myself stopping and reflecting on my own life. Few books are so

compelling!"Don't give up hope" seems to be a phrase offered from friends when each of us

experiences adversity. Chris Hamilton's journey provides the reader an encouraging message of

"Don't give up hope" by choosing to accept and overcome each event that unfolds throughout this

unforgettable story!

Chris is my nephew and as family we all struggled through his battle with cancer ,AML M2! His

accomplishments in life before this struggle have been incredible but nothing in comparison to how

he was able to come out of this with not only survival but the gift of being able to share his

experience in his book, to help others!It is truly about "life lessons,facing death",what it takes to

make survival possible and the fact that struck me was to educate people to become their own

advocate!I hope that the life lessons Chris talks about help others that find themselves in tough life

changing situations and that they too find that "Faith,Positive Attitude,and Exercise",can help

them!Thank you Chris for writing this book!

You often hear about people who survive something tragic, only to emerge with a more positive

outlook on life. That would be an understatement in describing this author's journey. Chris Hamilton

offers a rare glimpse into not only the medical processes involved with the diagnosis of cancer



(several times over) but simultaneously depicts his unbelievable strength and will to survive. One

feels as if they are having a private conversation with the author. It is medically informative as well

as inspiring! If you are fighting this battle, or love someone who is - you will be glad you read this!

I purchased this book to support Chris ( a friend I have known since about the 8th grade. What I

came away with was a truly inspirational story about strength, courage, and faith. It is well written,

and has a glossary of terms and phrases used during Chris's recovery from cancer and the worst

form of leukemia. The book made me laugh at times. It also made me cry. He gives tidbits of

"advice" throughout the book and in the captions to the pictures. Great read and amazing story.

After reading this truly heartfelt, inspirational book, I could feel and was deeply touched by all of the

emotions that this young man felt. His quotes and positive attitudes in dealing with life and illness

will give hope and encouragement to anyone in need ...I have shared my book with a friend fighting

her own battle and her spirits were lifted even if only for a short

time...ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â„¢Ã‚Â¡ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â„¢Ã‚Â¡Thank you for sharing your life with us, Chris

Hamilton..looking forward to your future words & thoughts...

This is one of the most inspiring and heartfelt books I have ever read. Chris' battle to overcome

multiple seemingly deadly cancers make me give thanks and cherish my friends and family daily.

He has been to the edge and thanks to the heroism of his brother was able to turn around and

become a friend and supporter of people fighting cancer. This is truly a moving story that every

person battling cancer, cancer survivors and caregivers should read. I strongly recommend!

This book touches on all aspects of life in general when you get hit with curve balls. It teaches us all

how to uphold a positive mindset and utilize health and wellness to get through not only cancer, but

other daily challenges. You'll laugh and you may cry through this real-life story. Don't keep this gem

of a book to yourself, share it!
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